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News sonnets 2010
Britain says had no warning of plane bomb plot
2010-01-05

Israel approves Jerusalem homes,
NZ, Australia to research whales,
Google unveils own smartphone,
Women change focus of wine making in Argentina.

Congo sacks 3,000 civil servants,
Immigration Enforcement Fuels Rise in U.S. Cases,
ESPN and Discovery launching 3-D TV networks,
Can the West stop extremism in Yemen?

Many expect organ cloning could be routine by 2020,
Nancy Pelosi optimistic on healthcare bill prospects,
Man threatened to kill horse after betting error.

Pomegranates, dust, rose gardens and war,
Nervy investors spur rush at Swiss gold refiners,
Mattel flexes muscle with new toy line.
In the company of Narcos
2010-01-15

Bomb near Israel convoy in Jordan,
Kazakhs announce plans for OSCE,
US further tightens air security,
Battle of the bulge a global issue.

Nigeria delays leader court bids,
Sweat Lodge Deaths Not Criminal, Guru’s Lawyer Says,
Microsoft CEO says no China exit,
What is your favourite Simpsons moment?

No deal yet as Dems seek more health industry funds,
Geithner says was not involved on AIG disclosures,
Wild boar raids anger residents of forest.

Are we now too speedy for our own good?
Nervy investors spur rush at Swiss gold refiners,
Auto show-Click and buy? Not yet...
Greece must move fast to avert social crisis
2010-01-21

Israel arrests people smugglers,
China football match-fixing probe,
US court lifts campaign funds cap,
Kremlin guards stop deluded would-be suitor.

Angola stops presidential polls,
A Gangland Bus Tour, With Lunch and a Waiver,
EA tees off on Tiger Woods console game in June,
Send your video, pictures and story ideas.

Strength training aids stroke-weakened hands, arms,
Pay czar says must decide on clawback soon,
Kremlin guards stop deluded would-be suitor.

Transparency and the role of media in China,
Nervy investors spur rush at Swiss gold refiners,
Shiseido to buy Bare Escentuals for a touch of youth.
Seaport, banks reopening in quake-hit Haiti
2010-01-21

West Bank Muslim graves damaged,
US calls for China Google probe,
Haiti to relocate quake homeless,
Salt reduction could save 92,000 lives a year.

Mass funerals after Nigeria riots,
Player Who Shot Heckler Is Back on the Field,
Google profit rises, revenue misses some forecasts,
What does poll defeat mean for Obama?

Salt reduction could save 92,000 lives a year,
Pelosi says Senate health bill cannot pass House,
Human "bed-warmers" at Holiday Inn.

Journalism you can admire, and honour,
Nervy investors spur rush at Swiss gold refiners,
Play on Fenway Park grass ... in your yard.
Nigerian VP assures nation Jos crisis under control

2010-01-22

Iraq double murder case delayed,
Jailbreak costs PNG minister job,
Historic snowflake photos on sale,
Human "bed-warmers" at Holiday Inn hotels in UK.

Zimbabwe constitution talks stall,
Prisoners of Parole,
EA tees off on Tiger Woods console game in June,
Brits in Africa?

Researchers see pattern in PTSD brain activity,
Pentagon underscores commitment to F-35,
Out go drinking games in booze crackdown.

The raw and the crafted,
Nervy investors spur rush at Swiss gold refiners,
Auto show-Click and buy? Not yet...
Plane catches fire in Iran, injures 42
2010-01-24

Biden pledges Blackwater appeal,
Uzbek rape claims prompt UN call,
Tanker spills oil off Texas coast,
Mother jailed for "sickest boy in Britain" fantasy.
Hi-tech insurance for Kenya herds,
Denied a Chance for Honest Work,
Sony Ericsson sees handset market still tough in 2010,
Follow Have Your Say on Twitter.
Malaria drugs may help patients with lupus,
Obama says court ruling a blow to democracy,
Airline denies plans for obesity surcharge.
Giant shoulders and the chain of knowledge,
Nervy investors spur rush at Swiss gold refiners,
Borders had a lousy Christmas.
Bin Laden claims U.S. plane attempt, vows more attacks
2010-01-25

Israel plays down Lebanon claim,
Shares fall on Obama bank plans,
Venezuelan TV channels shut down,
Mother jailed for "sickest boy in Britain" fantasy.

Hi-tech insurance for Kenya herds,
Politicians Watch Criminals Pack More Heat,
Sony Ericsson sees handset market still tough in 2010,
Your stories.

Malaria drugs may help patients with lupus,
Obama condemns court ruling on corporate donations,
Out go drinking games in booze crackdown.

The raw and the crafted,
Nervy investors spur rush at Swiss gold refiners,
Shiseido to buy Bare Escentuals for a touch of youth.
Gunmen kill 14 at high school party in Mexico

2010-02-01

Record triumph for Egypt in Africa Cup,
China assails US Taiwan arms deal,
US to resume Haiti victim airlift,
Muslim washing rite goes hi-tech with "wudu" machine.

Ghana 0-1 Egypt,
Justice Is Nowhere to Be Seen These Days,
Microsoft profit beats on strong Windows 7 sales,
Should the US sell arms to Taiwan?

Study weighs benefits of transplants for leukemia,
White House to paint grim fiscal picture,
Priest checks fingerprints for mass attendance.

Journalism you can admire, and honour,
Nervy investors spur rush at Swiss gold refiners,
Holiday cheer in Barbie land.
Iran hails nuclear advance on Revolution Day
2010-02-12

Iraq election campaign under way,
China decries US-Dalai Lama plans,
Protest at Mexico president visit,
Top 10 most romantic hotel bedrooms.
Togo appeal over Nations Cup ban,
Forget Police Data; New Yorkers Rely on Own Eyes,
Google staunchly defends pact to digitize books,
Should the EU bail out Greece?
Extremely premature babies show higher autism risk,
Senators unveil long-awaited jobs bill,
Hindu wins battle for funeral pyre.
Journalism you can admire, and honour,
Hindu wins battle for funeral pyre,
Whoopi Goldberg adds "Poise" to her repertoire.
Niger president seized in military coup
2010-02-19

Dubai suspects on Interpol list,
China anger at Dalai Lama visit,
UN makes record Haiti aid appeal,
Cleveland deemed most miserable city in USA.

Military coup ousts Niger leader,
Woman in Lacrosse Case Is Arrested,
Microsoft steps up search assault on Google,
How serious is Falklands row?

AIDS vaccine effects may wear off, researchers say,
NY Democrats seek to avoid Massachusetts debacle,
Cleveland deemed most miserable city in USA.

Journalism you can admire, and honour,
Cleveland deemed most miserable city in USA,
Have a helping of earnings.
Iraq results trickle out, Maliki rivals cry fraud

2010-03-11

Biden tries to ease Mid-East row,
Burma annuls 1990 Suu Kyi poll win,
Pinera sworn in as new quake hits,
Matt Damon on Iraq movie "Green Zone".

Nigeria women protest at killings,
American Didn't Plan to Kill, Italy Judges Say,
fashion brands convey glamour online,
Can US broker Middle East peace?

Do needle-exchange programs really work?
Obama presses China on currency in trade speech,
Care does not include sex.

Honoring free expression online,
Care does not include sex,
Smithfield Foods back in the black.
More than 100,000 swarm Bangkok, seek elections

2010-03-14

Obama aide stokes US-Israel row,
Thai protest sets poll deadline,
Obama aide stokes US-Israel row,
"Avatar" makers consider sequel, other 3D projects.

Winnie denies maligning Mandela,
American Didn't Plan to Kill, Italy Judges Say,
U.S. to roll out major broadband policy,
Should Catholic priests be celibate?

No heart benefit seen with fibrates in diabetics,
Healthcare overhaul will pass,
Man takes double hit from wife.

Honoring free expression online,
Man takes double hit from wife,
Olympic Gold for Coke, McDonald’s and Visa.
Quartet hopes package will unlock Middle East talks
2010-03-19

Egypt prayers for Mubarak health,
PM Abhisit says Thailand divided,
Castro supporters heckle marchers,
Cable networks eye Sarah Palin reality show.

Nigerian dies in Swiss deportation,
To Stop Crime, Share Your Genes,
China quality watchdog says some HP laptops faulty,
Can Catholic Church overcome child abuse scandals?

House will pass healthcare reform bill,
Sex shop must pay full tax rate.

Honoring free expression online,
Sex shop must pay full tax rate,
Black Friday comes early to Home Depot.
Israel awaits word but signs are no housing deal with U.S.
2010-03-25

Israeli PM hopeful on peace talks,
N Korea warns Seoul over tour ban,
US health reform set for new vote,
Harry Potter park to open in June in Orlando.

Somali airport homes demolished,
F.B.I.’s Crime-Fighting Web Site Focuses on Bank Robbers,
LG aims at 25 percent of global 3D TV market,
How should the war on drugs be fought?

Swine flu virus not so new, study finds,
Healthcare changes headed back to House,
Man gets 15 years for prison break-in.

Some principles and guidelines,
Man gets 15 years for prison break-in,
European ruling makes it tougher on Google advertisers.
Israel mulls gestures to Palestinians after U.S. trip

2010-03-26

Israeli PM hopeful on peace talks,
N Korea warns Seoul over tour ban,
US health law passes final vote,
Replica of U.S. slave ship sails into Havana.

Sharp rise in SA police shootings,
F.B.I.’s Crime-Fighting Web Site Focuses on Bank Robbers,
LG aims at 25 percent of global 3D TV market,
How should the war on drugs be fought?

Healthcare costs burden more Americans,
Congress approves final healthcare changes,
Church issues prayers for confused UK voters.

Some principles and guidelines,
Church issues prayers for confused UK voters,
European ruling makes it tougher on Google advertisers.
Israel says it will still build in Jerusalem
2010-03-26

No change on Jerusalem, says PM,
Marcos bids for Philippine seat,
Vatican attacks media over abuse,
Best places to have a midlife crisis.

No to gay rights move,
F.B.I.’s Crime-Fighting Web Site Focuses on Bank Robbers,
A virtual farm turns new ground for game developers,
Will the financial plan to help Greece work?

Sex virus blamed for rise in head and neck cancers,
Congress approves final healthcare changes,
Church issues prayers for confused UK voters.

Some principles and guidelines,
Church issues prayers for confused UK voters,
European ruling makes it tougher on Google advertisers.
Bombs in Iraq holy city kill five, wound 64

2010-03-29

Allawi reaches out to his rivals,
Ericsson in $1.8bn China deals,
Chile leader attends quake vigil,
Japan architects Sejima, Nishizawa win coveted Pritzker.
EU and Libya lift bans on visas,
New Evidence Surfaces in New Orleans Killings,
LG aims at 25 percent of global 3D TV market,
Got a good idea for a debate?
After-school exercise helps overweight girls,
Pentagon puts pressure on Karzai over corruption,
Airport worker warned in scanner ogling claim.
Pomegranates, dust, rose gardens and war,
Airport worker warned in scanner ogling claim,
Early flu sickens Walgreen’s sales.
Allawi reaches out to his rivals,
Ericsson in $1.8bn China deals,
Chile leader attends quake vigil,
Japan architects Sejimá, Nishizawa win coveted Pritzker.

EU and Libya lift bans on visas,
New Evidence Surfaces in New Orleans Killings,
LG aims at 25 percent of global 3D TV market,
Got a good idea for a debate?

After-school exercise helps overweight girls,
Pentagon puts pressure on Karzai over corruption,
Airport worker warned in scanner ogling claim.

Pomegranates, dust, rose gardens and war,
Airport worker warned in scanner ogling claim,
Early flu sickens Walgreen’s sales.
Thai protest TV back on air after confrontation
2010-04-09

Netanyahu cancels US nuclear trip,
Thai red-shirts storm TV station,
Brazil in landslide rescue effort,
Blur to release first new single for seven years.

SA police deploy at tense funeral,
Judge Won’t Let Former Senator Withdraw Plea,
Apple unveils iAd platform; iPad sales look strong,
Will US-Russian nuclear treaty make the world safer?

States not using new tobacco tax for prevention,
Obama says Iran sanctions offer no guarantees,
Workers strike over ban on drinking at work.

Want to make clean money in Nigeria? Trade stocks.
Workers strike over ban on drinking at work,
Olive Garden owner goes Green.
South African white supremacist buried amid anger

2010-04-09

Netanyahu cancels US nuclear trip,
Thai protest restores blocked TV,
Justice Stevens to quit Supreme Court,
German corpse was still alive at airport, wife says.

Terreblanche buried amid tension,
Judge Won't Let Former Senator Withdraw Plea,
Nokia buys location technology firm MetaCarta,
Will US-Russian nuclear treaty make the world safer?

States not using new tobacco tax for prevention,
Justice Stevens to resign, Obama to reshape court,
Workers strike over ban on drinking at work.

Video of our colleagues' death in Iraq,
Workers strike over ban on drinking at work,
Easter bounce.
Lebanese PM denies missile claim,
China remembers earthquake dead,
Oil platform blaze off Louisiana,
Stranded couple given impromptu wedding in Taiwan.

Luxury South Africa train crashes,
We Can’t Tell You Why,
Google in talks to buy ITA Software,
Who should pay for the disruption?

Colin Powell and Bill Gates join malaria campaign,
No abortion litmus test for high court pick,
Burglars break into prison to rob absent inmates.

Check out the new Reuters Financial Glossary,
Burglars break into prison to rob absent inmates,
Is KFC’s Double Down a double whammy?
Grenade blasts kill 3, wound 75 in Bangkok

2010-04-22

Mystery rocket explodes in Jordan,
Deadly blasts amid Thai protests,
Obama attacks bank reform critics,
Green Auction to mark 40th anniversary of Earth Day.

Zimbabwe divided over Iran visit,
We Can’t Tell You Why,
Privacy chiefs keep watch over Facebook,
Who should pay for the disruption?

WellPoint routinely targets breast cancer patients,
Obama scolds Wall Street for resisting reform,
Woman jailed over cheeseball murder.

Another dreadful loss in the Reuters family,
Woman jailed over cheeseball murder,
McDonald’s picks up the U.S. sales pace.
Bombs kill 64 in Iraq after al Qaeda deaths
2010-04-23

Dozens die in Baghdad bomb blasts,
Thai protesters in new talks bid,
US fears ease over oil rig spill,
Baths, spas make for better airport experience.

Somalis face piracy charges in US,
Ex-Officer in Bicyclist-Shoving Case Says He Was Trying to Avoid Collision,
Lenovo emerges as leading candidate for Palm,
What next for Thailand?

Stop dropping breast cancer patients,
Stop dropping breast cancer patients,
Police barred from penis enlargement.

Another dreadful loss in the Reuters family,
Police barred from penis enlargement,
Would you like some wine with that weak economy?
Spain protests against Franco-era immunity
2010-04-25

Beirut set for secularism march,
Thai PM warns Bangkok protesters,
Ten dead in Mississippi tornado,
Spock finally beams into Vulcan.

Germans held in Nigeria are freed,
Former Officer Testifies in Bicyclist-Shoving Case,
Israel lifts ban on imports of Apple iPad,
What next for Thailand?

Stop dropping breast cancer patients,
U.S. senators postpone climate bill unveiling,
Police barred from penis enlargement.

Another dreadful loss in the Reuters family,
Police barred from penis enlargement,
Ackman out of Sears Canada.
Ireland to reopen airports, fears ash cloud return

2010-05-04

Nuclear talks spark Iran-US clash,
Japan PM scraps US base move plan,
Man held over New York bomb plot,
Obese children still more likely to be bullied.

Gunman kills SA strip clubs owner,
Former Officer Testifies in Bicyclist-Shoving Case,
Regulators mull antitrust look at Apple,
Your reaction to US oil spillage disaster.

Mississippi has most obese kids; Oregon the least,
Voting begins in Senate on Wall Street reform,
Pork test to bust cheats.

Another dreadful loss in the Reuters family,
Pork test to bust cheats,
Taylor Swift — the new face of Covergirl.
Ash closes Irish, UK airports; summer chaos feared
2010-05-04

Nuclear talks spark Iran-US clash,
Japan PM scraps US base move plan,
Man held over New York bomb plot,
Obese children still more likely to be bullied.

Gunman kills SA strip clubs owner,
Former Officer Testifies in Bicyclist-Shoving Case,
Regulators mull antitrust look at Apple,
Your reaction to US oil spillage disaster.

Mississippi has most obese kids; Oregon the least,
Voting begins in Senate on Wall Street reform,
Pork test to bust cheats.

Another dreadful loss in the Reuters family,
Pork test to bust cheats,
Taylor Swift — the new face of Covergirl.
Tensions rise as South Korea says North torpedoed ship

Mothers meet US hikers in Tehran,
Anger at North Korea over warship sinking,
Calderon vows to beat drug gangs,
Paris thieves net Picasso, Matisse in $124 million heist.

Jail term for Malawi gay couple,
American Citizen Sent Money to Al Qaeda,
Google says Android smartphones gaining momentum,
Will the euro survive?

WHO to tackle alcohol misuse, binge drinking,
Democrats expect to advance Wall St reform bill,
Ninjas rescue student from muggers.

What I want from the Pentagon,
Ninjas rescue student from muggers,
The tale of two home centers.
Between Iraq and a rich place
2010-05-27

Rabbi bans women from elections,
Japan exports soar on car demand,
Obama to stress homegrown threats,
2,000-calorie milkshake tops list of worst U.S. drinks.

Jail term for ex-Zambian minister,
A Tale of One City, Then and Now,
Apple overtakes Microsoft as biggest tech company,
What is your favourite city?

Sanofi prostate cancer drug shows 28 percent survival,
Obama security doctrine poised for unveiling,
Work hangovers set to rise as Cup kicks off.

Video of our colleagues’ death in Iraq,
Work hangovers set to rise as Cup kicks off,
The tale of two home centers.
Big quake off Vanuatu prompts tsunami warning
2010-05-27

Rabbi bans women from elections,
Japan trial for whaling activist,
US economic growth revised down,
Jake Gyllenhaal on "Prince of Persia".

Newspaper ban lifted in Zimbabwe,
Ex-Executive Pleads Guilty to Stealing $18 Million,
Microsoft CEO unconcerned with Apple market cap,
Will academies improve education?

Should some kids take fish oil supplements?
a nightmare for Obama,
Risque Venus brings Moulin Rouge style to French Open.

Want to make clean money in Nigeria? Trade stocks.
Risque Venus brings Moulin Rouge style to French Open,
Department stores ready to duke it out.
Thousands protest flotilla deaths

2010-05-31

Lost ancient tomb found in Egypt,
UN calls for Thai clashes inquiry,
BP prepares new bid to curb spill,
World No Tobacco Day targets women, girls.

Shedding light on Cape Town theft,
Rwandan Doctor Arrested and Accused in ’94 Genocide,
Asustek joins tablet PC race; launches app store,
How should the world react to the Korea crisis?

Obesity and asthma are linked,
Attorney general to visit Gulf Coast Tuesday,
Kitten survives wash and spin in a washing machine.

Check out the new Reuters Financial Glossary,
Kitten survives wash and spin in a washing machine,
Betting on Borders.
Iran says enriching to higher levels as backup plan

2010-06-03

Lost ancient tomb found in Egypt,
Judges shot dead at China court,
Buffett defends rating agencies,
Grim image of division awaits Pope in Cyprus.
Burundi ex-rebel chief quits poll,
American Citizen Sent Money to Al Qaeda,
Target affirms Kindle rollout on Sunday,
Follow Have Your Say on Twitter.

In schizophrenia, MDs should target pot use,
Government offers jobs grant to Florida space workers,
Air NZ plans to let u text, email n fly - but quietly.

Welcome to our new home,
Air NZ plans to let u text, email n fly - but quietly,
Wanna own a piece of Toys “R” Us, again?
Bangladesh fire death toll at 114, set to rise

2010-06-04

Saudi bride contracts ask for age,
Japanese dancer Ohno dies at 103,
Golden Girl star McClanahan dies,
Paper-made towers, windmills, tables anchor Taiwan park.

DR Congo activist discovered dead,
Another Burge Sits In at Trial of Commander,
Dell CEO says considered taking company private,
Are gun laws tough enough?

Hormone patch may be safer for women,
U.S. widens Special Operations against al Qaeda,
Obese Sydney bird sent to birdy bootcamp.

Video of our colleagues’ death in Iraq,
Obese Sydney bird sent to birdy bootcamp,
The Uneducable American Male.
Suicide bomber kills four police in Iraqi capital

2010-06-06

Egyptian-Israeli marriage ruling,
G20 stresses recovery challenges,
Tornadoes rip through US Midwest,
Australian dogs treated to a live music performance.

Fans injured in SA stadium crush,
Paterson Bill Would Begin Overhaul of Youth Prisons,
Bangladesh lifts Facebook ban,
Is the price of car insurance for the young too high?

White hair a "healing sign" with melanoma drugs,
Taiwanese show guarded acceptance of China pact,
Kellogg drops Rice Krispies health claims.

Check out the new Reuters Financial Glossary,
Kellogg drops Rice Krispies health claims,
Markdown poster child.
Rogue trader Kerviel branded "liar" in court

2010-06-09

Iraq attacks target Sunni militia,
Honda hit by second China strike,
Pinochet row claims Chile envoy,
Russia Church wants end to Darwin school "monopoly".

French troops in Senegal pullout,
Paterson Bill Would Begin Overhaul of Youth Prisons,
Violent videogames harmless for most kids,
Got a good idea for a debate?

Does light drinking in pregnancy have benefits?
Lincoln on "right track" with swaps desk rule,
Canada grilled over "half-baked fake lake" at G20.

Some principles and guidelines,
Canada grilled over "half-baked fake lake" at G20,
Markdown poster child.
NATO reveals new command structure in Southern Afghanistan

2010-06-14

Iranian students die in Philippines,
Burma denies nuclear programme,
Guatemala attorney general sacked,
Canadian director Dolan wins 3rd Sydney Film Prize.
Etuhu rues inadequate preparation,
Ex-Officer Is Convicted on Charges of Sex Abuse,
Google helps build trade case over Web censorship,
Follow Have Your Say on Twitter.

Drugmakers to share data to speed brain research,
WTO backs U.S. and Japan in EU trade dispute,
Bahraini sex shop thrives in conservative Gulf.

Welcome to our new home,
Bahraini sex shop thrives in conservative Gulf,
Wal-mart’s global workers talk sales…and soccer.
Iran says UK backs group planning terrorist acts
2010-06-17

Egypt introduces Alexandria smoking ban,
Smash and grab raid fails when burglar is hit by his own rock,
Special report on the impact of the Louisiana oil spill,
Sweden parties as royal wedding festivities begin.

Ghana police in stowaway arrests,
Ex-Officer Is Convicted on Charges of Sex Abuse,
“Second, third screens” boost ESPN audience,
Poland election.

U.S. review extended on broader use of Merck vaccine,
Groups oppose NRA exemption in campaign bill,
Bahraini sex shop thrives in conservative Gulf.

Welcome to our new home,
Bahraini sex shop thrives in conservative Gulf,
Wal-mart’s global workers talk sales…and soccer.
U.S. urges Kyrgyzstan to end humanitarian crisis

2010-06-20

Iran hangs Sunni militant leader,
China hints at stronger currency,
BP chief criticised for boat trip,
Milan menswear opens out, in anniversary mood.
Rwanda denies shooting army chief,
‘Smart on Crime’ Mantra of Philadelphia Prosecutor,
Colombians turn to Facebook in final vote push,
Gaza blockade eases.
Female sex pill flops with U.S. advisers,
France ready to start Iran talks at IAEA,
Got any spare change? Give it to Romania
What I want from the Pentagon,
Got any spare change? Give it to Romania
Walgreen, CVS back together.
Turkish leaders mourn soldiers killed in PKK clash

2010-06-20

Iraqi attacks leave fourteen dead,
Telstra signs broadband agreement,
Argentine foreign minister quits,
Top places to wed and survive a break-up.

Circumcisions kill 20 boys in SA,
Perversity of Random Bloodshed,
Dutch Layar signs global augmented reality deals,
Follow Have Your Say on Twitter.

B vitamins linked to depression risk in older adults,
China currency move overdue, more needed,
Bangladesh asks shopping malls to close for Cup.

Honoring free expression online,
Bangladesh asks shopping malls to close for Cup,
World Cup lifts U.K. retailers.
U.N. to remove Taliban from sanctions list
2010-06-22

Jerusalem park plan draws US ire,
China moves to meet currency vow,
US summons general over article,
Technology "sweeping away" books says Stoppard.

Fifty killed in Congo train crash,
Swift and Severe Justice at World Cup Courts,
Amazon, Barnes & Noble slash e-reader prices,
Gaza blockade eases.

Software cuts CT radiation dose in half,
White House summons McChrystal,
Japanese couples say "I do" -- in divorce ceremonies.

What I want from the Pentagon,
Japanese couples say "I do" -- in divorce ceremonies,
don't waste space, buy less stuff.
Refugees return to shattered Kyrgyz city

2010-06-23

Israel asks UN to shelve inquiry,
Japan car attack leaves one dead,
Thousand missing in Brazil floods,
Green is the new organic in wines.

Nigeria out after South Korea draw,
On Border Violence, Truth Pales Compared to Ideas,
Google to launch music service,
compromise or outright ban?

Six months of breast milk best for babies,
Is Obama dropping "no drama" style with U.S. general?
New Orleans pulls tourism ad deemed "anti-British".

Video of our colleagues’ death in Iraq,
New Orleans pulls tourism ad deemed "anti-British",
Ethan Allen fills up its (tastefully upholstered) bench.
U.S. says Iran anxious as sanctions bite
2010-06-23

Jerusalem park plan draws US ire,
China moves to meet currency vow,
US Gulf oil drilling ban blocked,
California bootcamps gets dogs and their owners into shape.

Nigerian MPs hurt in parliament,
Swift and Severe Justice at World Cup Courts,
U.S. to target foreign websites in anti-piracy push,
Should UK troops leave Afghanistan?

Americans hopeful about cancer and computers,
Top aide to General McChrystal resigns,
Police to detain pop star over sex clips.

Another dreadful loss in the Reuters family,
Police to detain pop star over sex clips,
The adventures of a Malibu girl in China.
Flood-hit dyke in south China suffers new breach

2010-06-23

Jerusalem park plan draws US ire,
Thais mourn shot protest general,
Warning over Canada politicians,
Yemenis fear for their musical heritage.

Upbeat end for Bafana Bafana,
Man Dressed as Soldier Accused of Hoax on a Military Base,
U.S. to target foreign websites in anti-piracy push,
Follow Have Your Say on Twitter.

Large study finds no cell phone mast link to cancer,
Is Obama dropping "no drama" style with McChrystal?
Got any spare change? Give it to Romania

Welcome to our new home,
Got any spare change? Give it to Romania
World Cup soccer hits home-run in U.S. bars.
China denounces new unilateral U.S. sanctions on Iran
2010-07-06

Bus driver shoots Cairo workers,
China to build Nigerian refinery,
Spain wants Cuba dissidents freed,
Germans shell-shocked by oracle octopus.

Sierra Leone writer wins prize,
Prosecutors and Lynne Stewart Fight on Prison Term,
Global chip sales up 4.5 percent in May versus April,
Is the BBC making the right decisions?

Viagra-popping seniors lead the pack for STDs,
Biden leaves Iraq with no plan to end deadlock,
Alligator takes late-night stroll through town.

Want to make clean money in Nigeria? Trade stocks.
Alligator takes late-night stroll through town,
Oops, Britney designed her first clothing line.
Netanyahu signals no extension of settlement freeze
2010-07-08

Call to end settlement tax breaks,
Coup plotter surrenders in Manila,
BP given 24-hour answer deadline,
Swedish hotel aims to put you up in the trees.

SA VIP jets made fans miss match,
Justice Dept. Sues Arizona Over Its Immigration Law,
Apple says to open second flagship store in China,
Should you be anonymous online?

New obesity pills try to shed past problems,
U.S. to review Afghan troop surge by end of year,
German fans want revenge grilling of oracle octopus.

Check out the new Reuters Financial Glossary,
German fans want revenge grilling of oracle octopus,
June jobs data disappoint.
Mauritania adopts new anti-terrorism law
2010-07-08

Al-Qaeda chef in Guantanamo plea,
Musician Pletnev leaves Thailand,
Brazil football star surrenders,
German fans want revenge grilling of oracle octopus.

Rwanda anger at SA shooting case,
Nun, 83, Killed and 4 Are Hurt by Van in Harlem,
UK inquiry finds emails do not undermine climate science,
Got a good idea for a debate?

Health provider partners may face privacy fines,
U.S. aims to detect cyber infrastructure attacks,
Motorists hit jackpot with coins on highway.

Honoring free expression online,
Motorists hit jackpot with coins on highway,
Oops, Britney designed her first clothing line.
New toxic milk powder scandal hits China

2010-07-09

Fresh bombings hit Iraq pilgrims,
China milk products tainted again,
Cuba dissident ends hunger strike,
Oracle Octopus Paul predicts Spain to win World Cup.
SA VIP jets made fans miss match,
Prosecutors and Lynne Stewart Fight on Prison Term,
U.S. eavesdropping agency says Private Citizen is purely R&D,
How should the US tackle illegal immigration?
Popular food additive can cause stomach ache,
U.S. gives China pass on currency,
Swedes, Norwegians pounce on Chinese garlic smuggler.
Video of our colleagues’ death in Iraq,
Swedes, Norwegians pounce on Chinese garlic smuggler,
Hey Woot, its Amazon. You’re rich.
Aid ship to sail from Greece for blockaded Gaza
2010-07-09

Shalit march reaches Jerusalem,
S Korea officials raid PM office,
BP given 24-hour answer deadline,
Defending without being defensive.

New Zambezi bridge for Mozambique,
Nun, 83, Killed and 4 Are Hurt by Van in Harlem,
Google to resume gathering map data in 4 countries,
Send your video, pictures and story ideas.

A pill to make you smarter? Drug grows brain cells
Judge rules U.S. gay marriage ban unconstitutional,
Hotel opens in battle-scarred city.

Some principles and guidelines,
Hotel opens in battle-scarred city,
Beware the ides of rising costs for food companies.
French minister cleared over Bettencourt taxes
2010-07-11

Fresh bombings hit Iraq pilgrims,
China sees surge in trade surplus,
Rare pictures show smiling Castro,
Top 10 cities to catch a baseball game.
Fraud claims delay Guinea run-off,
Fighting Crim Where the Criminals Are,
Motion games broaden uses beyond exercise,
Got a good idea for a debate?
Antidepressant may aid domestic abusers who drink,
Russia-U.S. spy swap participants phone families,
Swedes, Norwegians pounce on Chinese garlic smuggler.
Some principles and guidelines,
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Dejected Palestinians see no hope in peace talks
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USDA knew of problems at farm behind egg recall,
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Obama urges Arabs and Israel to support fragile talks
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